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Play as your favorite elephant in Achievement Unlocked 3, the sequel to the ever-so popular Achievement Unlocked 2. With over 500 achievements, this game will fill you with more fun hours than the previous one spending time at school or even at work, especially when you are getting very bored is
something that no one likes for sure. However, with every boring situation, there is a solution. And since the Internet is available with everyone so it can be considered as one of the best cures for such situations. If you are getting bored sitting there, then you should be finding some ways to spend boring
time and have fun at the same time. One of the best ways to skip boring time at school or even in the office is to play unlocked games. In addition to playing unlocked games, you can also watch movies or listen to music too, but playing those free games that are unlocked in school is always more fun.
Unfortunately, most of these fun gaming sites are blocked by your school's Internet/wi-fi and you can no longer access them, so here we have some coolest and best unlocked gaming sites that you can access at school, so you can play unlocked games at school. But make sure you enable your flash
player to play these games. 1. Unlocked Games 77 This gaming site features some of the best flash games you may be looking for if you are a flash game lover. Along with these amazing flash games that you can play without getting any isp blocking problems, it also has a fairly unique design that no
other popular flash game site has. When it comes to playing a variety of games, this site has different categories of games to choose from. You can choose from categories such as Fun, Adventure, Action, Strategy, Shooting, Arcade, Multiplayer, Driving and Puzzle. So to be obvious you can find some
individual games in more than one game category, but that's not the problem here, but you just make sure you have fun. 2. Unlocked Games 66 This is another best site to play games that are unlocked in school. This site has over 100 best and popular unlocked games that you can play for sure and skip
that boring time you are having at school or at your workplace/office. Also, if you are looking for an individual game, then you can search it through the search box. Along with these free games, it also gives you the ability to chat with other players and let them know your current gameplay. Unlike other
unlocked sites where you can see the comments section to interact with other players of unlocked games, which can take a while sometimes to chat, but this site has a feature Instant chat that gives you the option to chat with more than one player at a time quickly. 3. Google Unblocked Games Whenever
the term unlocked game comes, we usually hear about a lot of Google gaming sites, which is a fairly popular or free free platform Building platform where most popular players or lovers of unlocked games post hundreds of games, so you are probably having so much fun and having no shortage of games
to play unlocked in school. There are many sites you can use, few of the SITE URLs are: Funblocked: Unblocked Games Bolich: Unblocked Game World: Unblocked Games 6969: 4. Weebly Unblocked Games Similarly, as Google's website platform for creating websites, Weebly is also a free site



building platform where developers can easily create any type of website. So, as always there are many website developers who have already made game sites unlocked for students, so they can play games whenever they are in front of a computer and feeling bored. There are many weebly websites for
gaming games, which you can easily access on your school's internet. Some of the best and popular weebly gaming sites are: I Unlocked: UGOF900: Un Games For School: Unblocked Games Guru: 5. Run 3 Unlocked In the list of the top flash games on the internet, Run 3 is one of them. The concept of
this game is to make an alien run and survive without falling into space. You will go through different levels and at each level you will have a more difficult path to perform. Since this site is about the unlocked version of Run 3, it doesn't mean that the previous levels weren't worth playing, but even if you
haven't played its previous versions, then this version can also be a good start. Plus, the latest version of any game gives you more features/gameplay, so Run 3 Unlocked can be a good one to get started right away. So just use your strategy, observe your steps and not fall into space. 6. Unlocked
Games 24h Unlocked Games 24h is one of the trend terms in the era of games. Thus, this site also provides games that you can play unlocked in school. This is also one of google sites that has hundreds of top and best interesting games to play. The site interface is also very interactive. So find your best
unlocked game you like and have fun with it. 7. Happy Wheels Unlocked In the same way as the game Run 3 Unlocked, happy wheels are also quite popular. This game is kinda bloody, but also a fun game that you can enjoy. However, this game was released in 2010, but still quite popular due to its
incredible effects and visuals that are quite addictive especially for teenagers or students. You just need to choose your character, make him survive because every move can lead to breaking bones and making body parts fall apart. Also, take care of the traps and have fun. 8. Unlocked games unlocked
Unblocked Games Pod has hundreds of trend games that you can play. This game features all games in a variety of categories like Action, Adventure, Sports, fighting, puzzle and few others. You can also search any particular game and play immediately, no need to create an account just use your flash
player and let a game run for you. 9. StickWars Stick Wars is another popular unlocked game. If you search for this term on the internet, you will find a lot of websites that exclusively presents or provides this game. But most of them will be blocked, so it's kindof hard to find an unlocked game site that you
can use to play the Stick Wars game. So here we list the site, which you should use. 10. Unlocked Games 76 Here comes a popular weebly website that has many unique and interesting games. The interface is quite clean and good too. All you need to do is choose a game you like or find your own
particular game that you would like to play and possibly you will find this game here on this site. As always, there are two ways you can find your game type, whether by searching a particular one using search box or going to your category and pages. It's been 22 years since Pokémon hit the market with
its Red and Green editions. Since then, the saga has become synonymous with success, selling millions of units with each of its major deliveries and producing a plethora of spin-offs that have allowed us to enjoy our favorite creatures in a variety of different genres, not to mention the gigantic
merchandising machines that have always been associated with the license. With so many releases under his belt, it is difficult to choose from so many best Pokemon games, so taking advantage of the fact that this year we will receive the first title of the main series for Nintendo Switch, we decided to
make a selection of the 20 best Pokemon games, by our team. To make things a little more interesting and varied, we self-imposed some small rules when designing this list. In this way, we will choose only one delivery of each spin-off series (although here we will make a small exception, as you will see),
while the main titles will include all editions (including the definitive one) as one. Also, if there is a game that has a remake, such as Silver and Gold or Red and Blue, we will only select the remake or the original version, but never both. With all that said, we finally give way to our list of the 20 best
Pokemon games: we hope you enjoy it! 20. Pokemon GO (2016 – iOS, Android) Probably many of you raised eyebrows a little when you saw Pokémon GO on this list. Not in vain, if we judged it just as a game, it probably wouldn't go too well, already Its gameplay can't be simpler and more basic: the gym
matches don't go much beyond hitting our phone screen at full speed the rest basically consists of walking through our city locating Pokémon and launching Poké Balls left and right. But despite this, this quirky app has managed to do what there is no video game so far: remove half of their homes to play
and take tours in the company in one of the most amazing social phenomena of 2016, which left all kinds of anecdotes curious. While things have now calmed down and the collective madness has passed, it's still a title played and used by both Android and iOS users who know how to make our daily
walks much more fun by capturing these charismatic pocket monsters. 19. Pokemon Ranger: Strokes of Light (2010 – Nintendo DS) The Pokémon Ranger trilogy may not have been the best pokemon fan games that have come out of license, but it should be acknowledged that they are far from bad
games, offering very simple, enjoyable and enjoyable adventures to play. Moreover, his proposal was at least quite curious, because here our goal was not to capture these creatures, but to make friends with them and calm them by drawing circles at full speed , something that against the bosses had
more crumbs than it might seem In fact, here the Pokemon with which we are friends did not fight , but simply supported us during the clashes , giving us several advantages with your skills. Unfortunately, its low difficulty, the low pace of its scripts and the monotonous that came to be made its main
mechanics prevented these games from getting further. Of all of them, we are left with Trazos de Luz, the most polished and complete of all. 18. Pokemon Colissseum (2004 – Nintendo GameCube) At first, Pokemon Colissseum would be the equivalent of pokemon stadium of the third generation, but in
the end what we received was a much more ambitious and experimental game that in addition to offering us the possibility to fight three-dimensional combat scans on the desktop with our cartridges Pokemon Ruby, Sapphire, Emerald Fire Red and Green Leaf in all types of stadiums , also brought with it
an exclusive and surprisingly original paper adventure. In fact, it was not the typical Pokemon game, because here we embodied one of the bad guys (which obviously was not so much) and instead of capturing pocket monsters we had to steal them from other trainers to purify them, as long as these were
corrupt. Thanks to this premise, the title presented a story and a slightly more mature and gloomy tone than we were used to seeing in the saga, as well as completely away from its typical clichés, such as picking up everything or winning all the gymnasticmedals. The downside is that the main storyline
was extremely short and the selection of Pokemon that we could steal was very limited. We also lost something more exploratory, since the scenarios were very small and linear. Of course, all this didn't stop being a very fun and recommended experience for any fan of the series. 17. Pokken Tournament
DX (2017 – Nintendo Switch) Let's not deny that we wanted a Pokemon fighting game practically since we got our hands on Red and Blue for the first time, so the pokken tournament announcement was something we received with open arms, especially when the team behind it had such renowned
names in the genre as Katsuhiro Harada, creator of Tekken. Although the end result was not as satisfactory as we would like, we have to admit that it offered us a very unique and unique fighting game that divided the action into open phases with three-dimensional free movement with a more closed duel
and with the classic side camera of the genre. Both did not stop exchanging constantly, which favored very dynamic and entertaining confrontations, especially if we take into account the care and care that had been placed in representing each of their playable Pokemon. However, his character model
was very low, the gameplay seemed insufficient and very unattractive, and the title suffered an alarmingly playable depth that made us tire it out ahead of time. Fortunately, it's the DX version for Switch solved some of these problems (relatively), making it an interesting buying option for anyone who wants
to give themselves cakes with their favorite pocket monsters. 16. Detective Pikachu (2018 – Nintendo 3DS) Detective Pikachu is the latest and most enjoyable surprise that the saga has left us in a long time. In essence, it is a very easy and simple graphic adventure whose puzzles offer anything but a
challenge, but despite this, it managed to conquer us for only one reason: its charismatic protagonist. Unlike the Pikachu we all know, this quirky detective speaks in a hoarse and serious voice, is addicted to coffee, does not know how to run on all fours and goes everywhere always tired, does not
hesitate to try to flirt with any beautiful girl who crosses his path, he is unable to perform Pokemon movements and solves cases and crimes like anyone else. Thanks to its constant presence, the adventure gains interest and charm in its narrative as we have never seen before in a game of the series,
leaving us addicted and taking every step we take to the end and solving all the mysteries that they raise us. 15. Mysterious World Pokemon: Blue and Red Rescue Team (2006 – Game Boy Advance) Pokemon Mysterious World is another of the most prolific spin-offs that have left us on leave, with
several deliveries already to their credit. Here the idea is to turn into a Pokemon (something that is usually done with a personality test) to establish a friendship with the rest of the creatures who live in a humanless world and where they have developed their own society. And all this as we overcome
dozens of challenging dungeons with random where we move in shifts. While their gameplay is extremely repetitive (we'll do the same from start to finish), they're very fun games with surprisingly complex and elaborate scripts that usually capture our interest with relative ease. And all this not to mention
the gigantic amount of hours that will take us to complete them 100% and fulfill all their optional challenges. If we had to stick with one of them, the thing would be between Megamysterious Pokémon World (overwhelmingly complete and polished) and their first delivery, Blue and Red Rescue Team, which
is why we opted for its fun story and its difficulty, bigger than normal and much more stimulating, especially in its more advanced optional challenges. 14. Pokemon Stadium (1998 – Nintendo 64) Although logic tells us that we should have chosen its sequel, as it offers twice as many playable Pokémon,
we finally get the first Pokémon Stadium for several reasons. In essence, it was a game where all we did was fight, whether with rented and predetermined Pokémon or with which we had trained in our Red and Blue in Game Boy cartridges (the transfer could do so thanks to an accessory that was
included with the title), although, of course, this was the first time we could see our favorite monsters recreated in 3D , a jump that for many of us was really shocking after having gotten used to the pixels of Nintendo's veteran laptop. In addition to this impact, which was obviously largely lost with its
continuation, it should also be noted that all battles were commented by a commentator who left us one of the most mythical dubbing of the time (look like fireworks!), which was changed to the sequence without reaching the same level. Finally, in addition to fighting, both titles included a surprisingly
addictive selection of mini-games, although these were much more inspired in the first part, which is why we stayed with her for this list. In a moment, a very iconic and brutally challenging game (completing all the glasses was not turkey mosque) that allowed us to experience the battles of the saga with
all the spectacle they deserved. 13. Diamond, Pearl and Platinum Pokemon (2007,2009 – Nintendo DS) Here we have the first game of the main saga to appear on our list. The fourth-generation Pokémon left us an extremely conservative title that was not able to advance the saga at the very least. Until
the graphics jumped, we've come to crave a little for what we've been waiting for. Despite this, the formula of the series has been more than proven in these two decades, so it continued to offer an extremely addictive adventure, very complete and with many hours of fun, even if it was limited to doing the
usual and its post-game did not reach the level of its predecessors, not to mention a design of somewhat irregular creatures. Highlight your Platinum edition, which solved many of Diamond and Pearl's problems, leaving us a much more memorable, complete and interesting title that also gave us the joy of
recovering the Battlefront from Pokemon Emerald. 12. Pokemon Pinball (2000 – Game Boy Color) Pokémon Pinball had the honor of being the first spin-off in the series and at the same time one of the most addictive. An idea as simple as combining the capture of creatures that characterized the license
with the fun of a good pinball table ended up bowing perfectly. The title featured two boards (red and blue), each with its own unique features and Pokémon to capture, while our ball was evidently a Poké Ball. While we were playing, we could activate the journey various mechanisms to improve it, travel
between regions (in each looked like different monsters), and of course find these iconic creatures to capture them clean and even evolve. Of course, the goal was to take the original Pokemon and complete our Pokedex (the dice were kept from one game to another), giving us the perfect excuse to play
us one game after another and always feel that we were progressing at the same time we had a lot of fun. An authentic addiction that included a special cartridge to add a vibration function to the console and that we felt each of the blows we gave. 11. Pokemon Puzzle Challenge (2001 – Game Boy
Color) Although many may only know Smart Systems by Fire Emblem and Paper Mario, the truth is that this veteran and the renowned studio have participated in many Nintendo games, and these have always shown an enviable level of quality. His contribution to the Pokemon world was to create the
Puzzle League saga by resuming the gameplay of Panel of Pon, which resulted in two addictive puzzle games (later there would be more, but would no longer be related to the creatures of Game Freak Freak), one for Nintendo 64 (Pokémon Puzzle League) and Pokemon Puzzle Challenge for Game Boy
Color. Both titles boasted the same gameplay, which consisted of aligning three equal pieces to make them disappear and thus creating combos with which to bring our opponent to life in a really intense duel in which we had to prevent our chips from playing at the top of the screen. We opted for the
portable version because it seemed much more complete and fun, as well as adapting better to the console for its style of play, offering a multitude of challenging long-lasting modes, capture elements and an enviable soundtrack, besides being based on the best classified pokemon games, Gold and
Silver instead of anime, as happened in dessert. What was said: addictive and complete some. His quality was such that no subsequent attempt to make a new spin-off of Pokemon puzzles has overshadowed him. 10th Pokemon X / Y – Nintendo 3DS) Thanks to Pokémon X/Y the interest in these iconic
iconic Nintendo, which seemed to have declined with its previous deliveries, returned to the big thing, becoming one of the best pokemon fan games of the entire series. The sixth generation did many things well, including taking a necessary and spectacular graphic leap that became their main claim. In
addition, the new creatures had a great design, recovering to some extent the style and charm of the first two games of the series Unfortunately, on a playable level, did not contribute much, offering the same formula (and fun) as always, and their content was not up to date, leaving us with one of the most
defective and empty post-game in the whole saga. It also didn't help the huge crisis that brought the difficulty of the main adventure, making our trip through Kalos on a real walk. But, as usually happens in this series, its virtues ended up overcoming its flaws widely, so it remains a highly recommended
and enjoyable game for all Fans of Pikachu and company. 9. Pokemon XD: Dark Tempest (2005 – Nintendo GameCube) With this game, we broke the rule of not including more than one part of the same spin-off saga, since, despite what its title may suggest, it is a sequel to Pokemon Coliseum, although
much more focused on the adventure part of the role than on stadium style fighting. Thanks to it, Tempestad Oscura is presented as a much larger, complete, long and polished game than its predecessor in every way. The story was much more interesting, the characters were better treated, there were
more Pokemon that we could steal (almost double), the purification process of them was considerably improved, and so on. And all this keeping the tone and playable bases of the Colosseum, as well as its multiplayer modes and compatibility with Game Boy Advance and third generation games to give
us cakes in 3D. 8. Black and White Pokemon (2011 – Nintendo DS) With the arrival of the fifth generation, Game Freak returned to the fray with a new game that, despite following the same formula as always, knew how to offer us a lot of fun and what is undoubtedly the best story and narrative that has
never had a great chapter of the series until now, leaving us with a character as memorable and elaborate as N , which leads us to question many of the conceptions of the Pokemon world. Not in vain, the final stretch of this title is probably the most epic and surprising of the entire saga, distancing itself
from the traditional Pokemon League to culminate in a much more elaborate climax. And all accompanied by a completely revamped graphic section and with really amazing effects for what we were used to seeing on the Nintendo DS. The bad news is that at the level of creature design (not in the case of
humans), it is the weakest birth, and the Region of Thesis did not have any charm, but in general it is a very fun adventure and which gave us many hours of pure entertainment. 7. Black and White Pokémon 2 (2012 – Nintendo DS) Contrary to what usually happens, Pokemon Black and White has not
received the third edition. Instead, Game Freak chose to make a direct sequel to them to take us once again to Thesis, but a few years later, with new players and a completely new story. The interesting thing is that despite the obvious recycling and not including a new generation of creatures,
rediscovering this region has become a very pleasant adventure since the passage of time caused many changes in most areas, so it still retains some freshness. As if that wasn't enough, the title had a very difficult and challenging post-match that recovered the best traditions of the saga, offering us a
challenge to match that motivate us to keep playing and strive to overcome it. Too bad that from here the difficulty of the series plummeted. 6. Pokemon Conquest (2012 – Nintendo DS) What if we join the historical figures of feudal Japan and bring their wars to the pokemon world in a turn-based RPG
game? This strange question was the one that had to be asked at Koei Tecmo and Nintendo before developing this unusual crossover between Nobunaga's Ambition and Pokemon, which unfortunately never had official distribution in, so the only European version that existed was that of the UK, forcing
us to resort to import to enjoy this great game. As we say, the outcome could not be more satisfying, becoming a warlord with an Eevee who, based on pokemon strategic battles, had to conquer and unify the Ransei region, challenging other historical warriors and recruiting new troops to join our cause,
and all this while managing our army to be able to secure the defense of our territories while attacking others. On an audiovisual and playable level, the title is a real wonder. Perhaps his argument was very simple and would not have harmed a little more depth and difficulty for battles, but in general, it
was a hilarious adventure, very satisfying and exceptionally long until we proposed to complete all his campaigns after the main story Undoubtedly of the best Pokemon games that have ever been made. 5. Sun and Moon Pokemon / Ultrasol and Ultra Luna (2016,2017 – Nintendo 3DS) Pokémon Sun and
Moon, the latest generation so far, has benefited greatly from the resurgence of Pokemon fever that we have lived with Pokemon GO since it came out just a few months after the mobile phenomenon, but moreover, it is the best pokemon games ranked full right by its own merits. In fact, in it we have one
of the most ambitious deliveries of the entire series, with which Game Freak tried to give a facelift and break with some of his traditional conceptions, giving a new for the development of adventure with the Insular Circuit and creating truly unique unique with very exclusive details that brought all kinds of
new and unprecedented strategies in the competitive field. In addition, the narrative was enhanced with spectacular video sequences and the good vibes breathed in the way of life and understood that the relationship with pokemon of the inhabitants of Alola was as refreshing as it was contagious. And
let's not forget the elimination of the weight of hidden machines in favor of the best pokemon fan games! Of course, all this was accompanied by a graphical improvement that explored the capabilities of the Nintendo 3DS for its final consequences, abandoning the stubborn style of its predecessors by a
more proportional and stylized. Perhaps his greatest plague was the null difficulty that presented his main adventure, as well as a scarce and not very interesting post-game something, defects the latter that was solved with its editions Ultrasol and Ultraluna. 4. Pokemon Snap (1999 – Nintendo 64) And
we've reached the last spin-off of this list, one of the weirdest and most amazing you'd expect. How hal laboratory was able to make a real game of taking pictures of Pokemon? It's something we still ask for, but the truth is that its quality and its ability to entertain is unquestionable. In fact, the title was a
kind of rail shooter in which we were moving down different routes automatically while photographing the creatures we were with while we were making their normal life in their natural habitat. Obviously, our reel was limited and depending on our photos, we would have more or less points to complete
each tour. We have been evaluated with many criteria, such as the Pokemon pose, that there is more than one in the same photo, the size, that we captured a unique or special situation, our technique, and so on. For this, we had different objects that we could use with the environment and pocket
monsters to promote these conditions, encouraging us to constantly experiment to solve the puzzles that gave us the key to get the best possible image. Each tour was so full of secrets and unique details that we could repeat them dozens of times and keep discovering new things, something that
managed to hook us with amazing ease and put hours and hours in the game almost without us noting. An authentic jewel unique in its kind. 3. Red Fire and Green Leaf Pokemon (2004 – Game Boy Advance) Finally, we arrived at the game that started everything or, more specificly, the remake it
received in Game Boy Advance. Let's not deny that it cost us a lot to opt for this version or the original, because the merit of creating this phenomenon, its overall impact and its grateful simplicity in nurturing are things that no one will take away, but value it with something cooler and remove nostalgia,
finally we bet on the Red Fire Green leaf in front of red and blue. In general, we find the same mythical adventure that we already live in the veteran Game Boy, but with completely renewed graphics and including all the playable improvements and content brought by the second and third generation :
more creatures, the possibility to run, play as a boy or girl, the EV and IV, education, etc. Obviously, there were also new areas to explore, challenges to face and a much more interesting and long post-game. That is, not only was it a much more beautiful game visually, but also playable was much more
polished and balanced, making its competitive something much more interesting and fair, but while maintaining all the enormous charm that made this adventure a whole mass phenomenon. 2. Ruby, Sapphire and Emerald Pokemon (2003,2005 – Game Boy Advance) Probably many of you were
surprised that we preferred to stick with the original versions of Ruby, Sapphire and Esmeralda before with their Nintendo 3DS remakes, but to be honest, we believe that the Game Boy Advance editions came out more round, especially with regard to Pokémon Esmeralda. While the graphic jump wasn't
as big as we expected and the playable formula remained somewhat immobile, Ruby and Sapphire were the first titles in the saga to introduce a major conflict related to certain legendary Pokemon that came to put the world in danger, increasing the scale and epic of our adventures to levels we didn't
know until then. They also introduced in a playable way certain novelties that ended up defining the entire competitive sector of the series, such as matches in pairs and the possibility of controlling the education of our creatures through IV and EV. In addition, Esmeralda introduced one of the most exciting
and difficult post-match of any delivery with Battlefront, where we expected a multitude of really challenging and complicated matches with special rules, something that was inexplicably removed from its remake. 1. Pokemon Gold HeartGold and Silver SoulSilver (2010 – Nintendo DS) And the crown is,
as many of you imagined, for the remake of Pokemon Gold and Silver. Anything we tell you about this game will probably fall short, so if you like Pokémon and never got a chance to get your hands on it, we encourage you to try to change that. The editions of Game Boy Color are still, today, the best that
gave the saga, offering a gigantic adventure that introduced not one, but two complete regions in all a technical prodigy that we must thank for the incredible skills as a programmer of the sadly deceased former president of Nintendo: Satoru Iwata. New types of Pokemon, 100 brilliantly designed new
creatures, a well-adjusted difficulty, an expanded story, varicolored Pokémon, epic and unparalleled moments, real-time day and night cycle, and so on. And if not enough, enough, for its third edition, Cristal, the story was expanded, the possibility of being able to play as a girl was first introduced and the
post-game was extended considerably with the challenging and long Battle Tower. With all this, it's easy to understand that a game that collects all this base and improves it with all the advances that the saga has made until the fourth generation (graphics included) has become our favorite. And not only
that, but it also expands its content and brings us back a renewed and challenging front! An authentic pass and undoubtedly the most complete title of the series (and by far). Hopefully, we'll see something similar soon. If there's one game that lends itself well to the operation mode of the PC, Android and
iOS, it's Tower Defense or Turn-Based Defense. This genre is born from strategy games and is a kind of simplified version where you just build buildings and not entire armies. Its basic principle is very simple: you have to prevent hordes of enemies from vividly crossing a field, the screen of your mobile
device in this case. To achieve this goal, you have at your disposal several tricks that you can put in the way of your enemies. The towers differ in their efficiency, action range and attack speed. Enemies are more or less tough and fast, but unlike traditional strategy games, they don't attack their tricks.
That's why Tower Defense is ultimately closer to a puzzle than a strategy game: you'll have to optimize the position and type of curves and not just put as much as you can anywhere. Each round is worth a sum of money and you will be quickly limited in your desires of architects. 1. Castle Creeps Another
tower defense based on a fantasy world where you will have to face orcs and elves of all skins to defend yourself. The ability of your defenses and your good work in modifying the strategy in full battle will be indispensable elements if you want to win. Go to the level of your heroes if you don't want to be
slaughtered, get new heroes along the way and enjoy one of the best tower defense games for Android. 2. Jelly Defense A totally crazy game with very simple but beautiful graphics, with a basic game that allows easy fun. In Jelly Defense you become a leader of the jelly doll resistance after the invasion
of your country by a giant jelly. Warning: The simple game may not suit the most demanding players and more accustomed to the classic defense of the Tower. 3. OTTTD we recently discovered OTTD, the best tower defense games for ios. You must be eliminating creatures of all kinds on different
planets with defensive towers of all types and the help of soldiers who will gradually unlock themselves. Flying sharks, zombies and soldiers armed with teapots are some of the oddities you'll see in the game. Excessive in all its aspects, you will see how the of the creatures you eliminate on the roads
accumulate. 100% recommended. 4. Kingdom Rush Origins You haven't touched a Tower Defense in your life and just want one to be warned? Well, that's definitely the case. Not only the best tower defense games for pc is beautiful thanks to some cartoon-like graphics, but its game system, very classic
in appearance, hides many subtleties with special powers that the player can unleash at certain times of the game. Powers linked to heroes that must be unlocked and different towers and units to which we must devote time to improve them. The game is classic among the classics. 5. Fieldrunners 2
Fieldrunners 2, on the other hand, is a classic Tower Defense. Yes, the goal is to place towers and other defenses to avoid the waves of enemies and reach the base, but these are totally crazy and the enemies and their vehicles so fast that everything becomes an odisia. The speed and friendliness of the
characters make the game fun, funny and absorbing. 6. Radiant Defense 2 The best tower defense games for Android differ from the historical or military line that prevails in the rest of the titles, offering a futuristic environment where aliens are the enemies. You have over 10 missions with increasing
difficulty that will extend the life of the game on your phone. Oro point in favor is that it has no advertising, although there are integrated purchases if you want to make your defense a simpler mission. 7. Plants vs Zombies 2 We Never Get Tired of Plants vs Zombies 2. It is the most popular of all we have
named and to reach such an audience is a game with a slightly simpler version of Tower Defense, but the goal is the same. Choose the most appropriate plants according to the zombies that must be neutralized to prevent them from reaching the house and eat your brain. In addition, we must admit that
PopCap knows how to engage its players because it creates new levels non-stop, special plants and celebrates all parties in a very funny way so that they never get tired of their fetish game. 8. Realm Defense: Hero Legends TD More wood for our list of the best tower defense games, in Realm Defense
the action happens in a fantasy world as already happens in most genre titles. Death knights, dragons, magicians and ancient gods willing to help you in battle if you show enough skills. You will have to defend the Allied Kingdom and face powerful armies seeking total chaos. You have over a hundred
levels and different game modes so the fun never stops. 9. Toy Defense 2 The main soldiers used by children around the world to discern childhood neighborhood battles have been recreated in Android game format in this Toy Defense 2, another successful title within the genre with a military inspiration
and Almost 300 challenges to face with your army and various Game modes, including a qualifier that will put you to fight players from all over the world to see who is the best. 10. TowerMadness 2 Although the price of these games is not very high and us free from in-app purchases, for what we think is
worth the investment, we do not want to stop including some free title. In addition to the most typical Plants vs Zombies, as it is true that there are some very interesting tower defenses that we can try, among them, we will mention at least toy defense, but we chose to highlight TowerMadness 2, which is
one of the best tower defense games for ios and certainly not without merits, all for the huge variety of campaigns and maps that we have to overcome in addition to aesthetics is quite careful, although it falls more on the side of the simple and friendly. 11. Defense Zone 2 HD The 2 HD defense zone
comes with new opponents, new weapons, more tactics and action. When playing, you can make your defense effective by selecting the right type of weapon and position. There are three levels, easy, medium and difficult, so choose one according to your skills. The chart is also excellent. So if you are
ready for one of the best tower defense games for Android, go to the Play Store and grab this game. 12. Grow Castle What have you always wanted to have a castle? Not everything is so simple in palace life, sometimes you have to defend the fort from all kinds of monsters like those presented to you in
Grow Castle. Only the winning battles you will have the money needed to improve your forte and that no one can take you down, and to expand the number of heroes at your disposal, more than 120 in the latest versions and each with its own features. 13. The Defenders, the great game that deserves to
be listed as one of the best tower defense games is Defenders, and is free with in-app purchases. In this game, you can defend yourself from enemies and destroy them with magic and towers. Some of the main features are over 25 towers, excellent 3D graphics, and excellent effects, tower defense
games, over 35 types of monsters, a different strategy for each map, 23 missions and more. 14. Sentinel 3 Fantasy is the first trend in terms of environments in Tower Defense. The second is the future, as in Sentinel 3: Homeworld. However, in addition to its futuristic style, we must differentiate another
feature. The player will control a Commander who will have to improve as in a classic RPG. In addition, it will help repel the enemy and you can choose between a more hack-n-slash game-play or a more classic tower defense. That is, it is a game with a double option, but with disadvantages. Not being a
game focused on a single style, the number of towers and possible evolutions of the Commander can be disappointing. 15. Kingdom Rush Frontiers Kingdom Rush Frontiers, is one of the Towers defense games for ios, you will defend the exotic lands of the inhabitants of the underworld, plants that
devour men and dragons with heroes and towers. Now you will be prepared to make many strategic decisions. Eleven heroes, more than enemies of 40 and more than the abilities of Tower 18 are just some of the features of the game. 16. TD Bloons Make the traditional best tower defense games for pc
that look very violent or bloody? Bloons TD is your solution. In it, you can control a small army of monkeys to eliminate the hordes of enemy balloons (yes balloons). Even so, you can't rely on such cute and innocent graphics because they hide an extremely complete Tower Defense with fifteen different
units, many maps, and varied enemies. 17. Robo Defense Perhaps the best tower defense games on the list are this futuristic Defensive Robo. In this game, our opponents are, of course, robots whose goal is to cross the screen map. To avoid this, we'll have to build defense towers along the way to wipe
out the robots. There are several types of towers and each of them causes more damage to a certain type of robot. Robo Defense has five maps and endless upgrades and difficulty levels. It costs 2.19 euros, but we can try the free version before with a map and 11 difficulty levels. In addition, the best is
that our progress will be automatically imported from the free version to the paid version if we decide to buy the latter. 18. Fieldrunners 2 Another best tower defense game for Android is Fieldrunners 2, is free and offers in-app purchases. Defending your world will be addictive and fun, with all new
weapons, explosive traps and more. Bridges, tunnels, 20 upgradeable weapons, tons of levels, mines, air strikes and a tower that will turn your enemies into farm animals are just some of the main features of Fieldrunners 2. You will enjoy playing this game! 19. Epic War TD 2 As you can see, among the
most popular tower defense games of recent times, fantasy environments of a rather light and aesthetic tone predominate where sympathetic touch is more important than careful graphics, but if you want a game with a more powerful war environment, a darker tone and quality graphics , all without losing
sight of the strategic complexity , there is a very good option that is epic war TD, where war moves to cities and defense is in the hands of robots and weapons. 20. iBomber Defense Pacific One of the best tower defense games for ios in specialized reviews. If you like military strategy and knew iBomber,
this second installment will please you even more. Protect your military base with a multitude of weapons and upgrades that you must unlock. Another one of my favorites, but with a disadvantage: it hasn't been updated for more than two years, so don't wait any longer. In order to make the final list with
the best Star Star Games already created, we travel to the ruins of the ancient Jedi Temple in search of the Holocrons who hide the secrets of the Force. Unfortunately, the Dark Side hadn't left the place yet. Adjust the energy cells of your lightsaber, because we're about to travel a galaxy far, far away.
Star Wars (or Star Wars, as we used to call it before) is one of the most legendary and popular entertainment so far. This made a whole universe of movies, novels, comics, toys and, of course, video games. Many video games as we are authentic in charge of protecting Internet users, we collect all the
Star Wars games that are worth taking a look at whether they are masterpieces of the Luminous Side or mediocre manifestations of the Dark Side. 1. ROGUE SQUADRON (FACTOR 5, 1998, PC – N64) For the Nintendo 64 circuits came Star Wars: Rogue Squadron, a title that put us in the shoes of Luke
Skywalker under his facet of the star pilot. Over the course of 16 missions between A New Hope and The Empire Strikes Back, we fight empire forces aboard spaceships such as the X-Wing fighter, the Y-Wing or the Millennium Falcon, the latter only earning medals on all missions or with a trick. And
speaking of tricks, Rogue Squadron owned what is considered the best Star Wars PC game kept secret in the history of the Nintendo 64: a Starfighter from Naboo. Doesn't that sound so impressive? Well, I guess rogue squad went on sale a year before the episode we were released, so no one knew
what those ships were like. LucasArts kept the code a secret all this time and revealed it just when The Phantom Menace debuted in theaters, much to the surprise and delight of all of us. 2. TIE FIGHTER (FULLY GAMES, 1994, PC) Who never wanted to play the villain? Tie Fighter has made this desire
a reality, putting us on the side of the Empire as pilots of its Starfleet. Admiral Thrawn himself charges us missions, which have main and optional objectives: if we complete the second, climbing steps in the hierarchy to be upgraded to The Emperor of Personal Pilots! The mechanics of X-Wing remained
intact, but added some other new options, such as the possibility of changing the perspective to the third person. 3. JEDI KNIGHT II: JEDI OUTCAST (RAVEN, 2002, PC – GC – XBOX) After being about to succumb to the Dark Side, Katarn decided to cut his bond with the Force to avoid greater evil. This
means that at the beginning of Jedi Knight II: Jedi Outcast, Kyle is once again our favorite mercenary of bullying fighting the Empire using first or third person firearms. But the fate of the galaxy causes Kyle to be forced to take the Jedi mantle once again. And we're delighted, hey. Today, it is regarded as
the best light sword games in Star Wars: we have 3 combat positions (a fast but weak, intermediate and slow, but powerful) between which we can switch toggle at any time. Our rivals also fight with one of these three styles, and to win winners we must read the opponent's moves to choose the most
appropriate position. And if what you want is true realism, introduce the g_saberRealisticCombat trick: one blow is enough to wipe out any enemy, and the same applies to us Dismantling included! 4. JEDI KNIGHT: JEDI ACADEMY (RAVEN, 2003, PC – XBOX) The last chapter (for now) of the Jedi
Knight saga has put us in place of a Padawan named Jaden who arrives at Yavin IV Academy to begin his apprenticeship under the tutelage of Master Skywalker and Kyle Katarn. We can customize our character by choosing gender, race, clothing. And although this time the lightsaber is available from
the beginning, as we advance in history, we are given the option of using two laser swords or the double sheet of lightsaber (like the one darth maul brandished!). Once again we have a wide variety of powers of the Force, both Luminous (healing, shield, mind trick) and Dark (anger, strangulation,
lightning), also allows us to face the missions in the order we want and key points are presented important decisions with repercussion in the story and its end. Come on, he's got it all! 5. KNIGHTS OF THE FORMER REPUBLIC (BIOWARE, 2003, PC – XBOX – iOS) Star Wars: Knights of the Old
Republic, better known as KOTOR, is world-renowned as the best STAR Wars PC game ever created. And no for nothing: BioWare threw the house out the window and presented us with an RPG that has everything we could wish for in a good adventure based on the Universe of George Lucas: beautiful
invoice locations, lightsaber battles, powers of force, space battles, a story with an unexpected script twist and a cast of protagonists from another galaxy. And if that wasn't enough, the fate of the galaxy depends on the decisions we make throughout the adventure, involving us in history in a way that few
games get. A masterful and timeless gem absolutely mandatory for all Star Wars fans, who you can now enjoy on iPad, PC etc. 6. KNIGHTS OF THE FORMER REPUBLIC II: THE LORDS SITH (OBSIDIAN, 2005, PC – XBOX) Obsidian took over BioWare (the company was too busy developing The
Mass Effect) to run Knights of the Old Republic II: The Sith Lords. Unfortunately, the title went badly in terms of criticism, and that's where the obsidian guys were pressured to release the best star wars games ahead of time, coming to market full of bugs and literally incomplete. Fortunately, it's one of
those titles that time has been slowly putting in the place it deserves, making its virtues shine well above their needs: refined the KOTOR formula by adding combat styles or the possibility of converting our allies into Jedi or Sith, depending on our Besides, there's a totally atypical story that made us made
everything we knew about the Star Wars universe. And that we can thank kreia, a gray character who showed us throughout the adventure that not everything is as white or black as it seems. In a sense, a great sequence that, despite its defects, manages to be at the height of the legend. 7.
BATTLEFRONT II (PANDEMIC, 2005, PC - PS2 - XBOX - PSP) Getting better and better. That's the motto of Battlefront II. The formula of the first Battlefront has been elevated to maximum power with the inclusion of new classes, new weapons, new moves, new vehicles and battles in space! Flying on
our ship at full speed dodging gunfire, sneaking into an enemy star destroyer and destroying it from the inside with a thermal detonator is an indescribable sensation that few games can. And best of all, we could control powerful Jedi! Obi-Wan Kenobi, Mace Windu, Chewbacca, Count Dooku, and even
Yoda or the Emperor are some of the heroes we could deal with to unleash chaos on enemy troops. Without a doubt, one of the best Star Wars games. 8. REPUBLIC COMMANDO (LUCASARTS, 2005, XBOX – PC) Drinking from the influence of the classic Halo came to our hands Star Wars: Republic
Commando, an FPS that put us directly in the helmet of an elite clone soldier under the orders of the Republic during the Clone Wars. We team up with three other soldiers, each with a specific role in the battle (shooter, demolition expert and technician), to whom we can give basic orders to overcome the
fighting more easily. Without a doubt, the best Star Wars game in which we do not control Jedi. There were plans to make a sequel ( Star Wars: Imperial Commando ), but unfortunately it was cancelled at a very early stage. 9. THE EMPIRE IN WAR (PETROGLYPH GAMES, 2006, PC) The Empire at War
is, to this day, the best Star Wars games based on the Star Wars universe. Set in the time lapse between episodes III and IV, he put us in charge of the imperial forces and the Rebel Alliance in large-scale skirmishes on the surface of the planets and in space. And it's just that space battles are
undoubtedly the main course. Have we told you that you can build and control the Death Star? It's a good way to sell the game to the fans, and the rest is absurd. 10. STAR WARS GALAXIES (SONY, 2003 – 2011, PC) Star Wars Galaxies has long been the best Star Wars gaming experience for any Star
Wars fan. This MMORPG made us feel part of the galaxy and all its planets, putting at our disposal ten species (human, zabrak, wookie) and ten professions (smuggler, bounty hunter, Jedi). Although, yes, becoming a Jedi Knight was an arduous task, very complicated and, in many cases, boring. This
made the characters who reached this degree considered unique and special. Or at least it was so until the Trials expansion Obi-Wan, who completely modified the game system so that virtually anyone could be a Jedi of his own After all, Star Wars Galaxies has been in line for no less than eight years
(from 2003 to 2011) and to this day many fans mourn their loss. We will always have the Old Republic
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